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the Wanderer 

 

“Works of art are an alternative discourse through which humankind is enabled to 

articulate and share the profoundly human beyond established, and therefore narrow, 

discourses. Language in art, and the language of art, are intrinsically bound up with the 

deepest interests of what it is to be human.”1 

 

 The process of art making is as diverse as are the number of practitioners. 

However, there appears to be agreement around certain core assumptions about this 

community of practice that seem to hold true for most contemporary artists – art is 

informed through lived experience and artists look at the work of other artists. It is the 

contention of this writer that text is not a replacement for nor is it a viable ‘stand-in’ for 

the direct experience of a work of art. Not-with-standing this assumption, this text might 

be viewed as a hybrid of a university paper, as studio notes, a journal, excerpts from a 

diary, mind map or road map, or as a supporting document to my thesis exhibition. The 

observations and comments about my lived experience are presented as a means to 

indicate their importance as part of a multi-faceted and layered experience that informs 

my studio practice and that these events have influenced my world view and serve as 

oblique content for the art work. The art work that has been produced and this supporting 

narrative are not intended to be a psychological reading of self, but as evidence of a road 

taken and of a generative process. 

 This sketchy road map seeks to reflect on the process of thinking about and 

making the art that emerged from my studio and most importantly on what informs the 
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content of the work. Through my art work, it is my intention to present a view of a 

generative space that is informed through lived experience and acknowledges the 

complex inter-play of memory through the juxtaposition and layering of experience and 

images; informed by and the importance of the history of art and visual culture to my 

studio practice. In my studio these elements are drawn together, coalesced and given 

expression through mixed media drawing and painting that draws on various art historical 

traditions including botanical illustration, topographical watercolour painting and map 

making, as well as modern and contemporary studio related strategies including collage, 

montage, expressionism, conceptual and land art, and appropriation to name but a few.  

Further, this 26 month period of graduate studies has provided an opportunity to reflect 

on the (my) body’s role in perception and making work, how art and popular culture 

serves as source material, and to explore and speculate on the essence of a work of art - 

the something that is more evocative, ephemeral and poetic at the core of a work of art.  

 Through the lived, physical and emotive bases of our humanity we can become 

free of boundaries and limits to return us to a level of reflective and thoughtful being 

beyond the repetition of the day-to-day mechanics of existence.  How can the human 

experience express the range of feelings, from anguish and suffering to joy and 

fulfillment while celebrating our vulnerability without despair?  Our inner personal life 

(internal journey) that is so often fragile, yet astonishing, can elevate a powerful 

experience to a level that transcends the personal and speaks to shared understandings 

through other ways of knowing. It is the outward expression of this often deeply personal 

journey when expressed in poetry or visual arts that we are invited to collectively feel 

through these ubiquitous ‘stories’ our shared humanity.  Like the other arts, visual artists 
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over the millennia have sought to give tangible expression to these experiences. The body 

of informal knowledge that has been coalesced by the multitude of individual artists over 

the centuries and expressed in various media has created a rich and diverse archive of 

experience.  Further it is the contention of this paper that for many artists, the space that 

is informed and occupied by lived experience is often an indescribable personal place that 

defies ready expression through spoken words or written language, but can be somehow 

given form and conveyed with and through the visual arts.  

 Contemporary artist’s including Ana Mendieta, Rebecca Belmore, Felix 

Gonzales-Torres and Marina Abramovic are presented here as illustrations of the 

evocative power of the visual arts and as a means to acknowledge their influence on my 

practice and I personally identify with their working methodologies and finished work. 

Through their example, I seek to provide sign posts or markers that position my studio 

practice within a broader contemporary context where the journey of self-discovery and 

identity formation informs the work. 

 Contemporary life necessitates the integration of increasingly complex 

contradictions and juxtapositions as seen in the work of Felix Gonzalez-Torres. His 

practice was grounded in a compassionate humanism and profound sympathy for the 

human condition - our frailty and vulnerability that is brought into sharp focus by the 

absence of the body.  Gonzalez- Torres’ Untitled 1991, a series of 24 black and white 

billboards installed in NYC of an unoccupied bed, following the passing of his lover, 

Ross to AIDS references the theme of lovers combined with themes of mortality, loss and 

absence. Through the use of the billboard Torres introduces this symbolic content into the 

emptiness of mainstream culture and consciousness in a poetic way.  Surprisingly, this 
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casual form and its presentation in popular media (the billboard) enact a drama of loss 

within the most public of spaces. This work also complicates the question of public and 

private space, authenticity and originality, and the complexity of how meaning is made 

and how this highly personal journey is shared. 

 Employing a range of media and materials my work seeks to offer a trace of the 

journey, of the process of searching and making, gathering evidence of the personal past 

in order to build connections to present and help cohere meaning.  These psychological - 

geographic drifts mix both personal memories and documentation into a universe of 

emerging, distorted, layered and fuzzy cinematic memories and out-of-body sensations. 

Questions come to mind that seek to ground the experience How did I get here? And 

Where is Here?  Finding ones way back in a white out may not be as easy as one thinks 

even if the tracks are in front of us. Yet the art work may be viewed as a ‘mind map’, a 

trace or evidence of a journey taken and one that is still in progress.  The question of 

what one expects to find when one ‘arrives’ can only be answered with the willingness 

and openness to recognize that a voyage always takes us somewhere. In retrospect, being 

aware of being on the voyage or journey is as important as the journey itself. This insight 

has increasingly become key to my working methodology as well as is made evident in 

the art work through gestural drawing, the layering of space and the juxtaposition of 

imagery.    

 Recognizing the influence of childhood memories has proved vital to my studio 

practice. For example: During my adolescent years - the 1970’s – my emerging sense of 

self was framed between the world of fashion and the Vietnam War.  Vogue magazine 

was my bible and Time magazine was where I could track international events, especially 
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the activities of the US government.  The Vietnam era was globally significant and made 

all the more personally poignant given that members of my extended family were 

deployed and lived in Southeast Asia before and during the time of the Vietnam War.  

 In hindsight, I now can more fully appreciate and understand my own anxiety, 

confusion and concern around this international and family crisis. The war went on for 

years; simultaneously I tried to understand the war, the people, the country… in the end 

… little seemed accomplished. Like most adolescents I was also learning to negotiate my 

way in the world where life presented itself as a paradox of mystery and misery. This 

uncertain gap between life on the inside and the outside was perhaps made more evident 

by the political insecurity.  It is this struggle to make sense of the impact of world events 

on my home life that set in place a willful refusal on my part to question whether to 

accept the seemingly chaotic forces of life as they exist or give voice to a metaphysical 

quest to see and understand things beyond the surface – to find and or make personal 

meaning.   These events and relationships opened my mind to questions related to who 

am I, how do I relate to the world, how do I view and express myself and in essence - 

who I am.  

 This complex web of public events and personal development that surrounds 

formation of identity is similar to that of Marina Abramovic's Laos photographic and film 

project, The Family. In this body of work children’s war games contrasted with 

Abramovic’s practice of Buddhism and her childhood. To Abramovic, these photographs 

and film while related to global circumstance are at the same time deeply personal as she 

reveals “The film is about war, the killing and destruction, and in the end there’s 

complete emptiness, and landscape without people”2 Here, Abramovic is making 
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reference to her childhood memories of growing up in the war-torn Yugoslavia where  

her parents were engaged in the armed struggle, who were often in uniform during the 

day, and at night slept with weapons nearby or under the bed. 

 In January 2012, I began a series of intimately scaled drawings that were 

necessitated and informed by events in my personal life and how I chose to translate 

these experiences into visual form. This seven month period of time was marked through 

a series of tragic family events. Prior to these events I had been working on wall sized 

drawings.  However, due to the circumstances I could not be present in the studio and 

needed to find a portable approach to externalizing visually this experience. I began 

drawing with Sharpie marker on small, light weight surfaces of transparent overhead 

film, an outdated visual teaching aid.  This moment presented an opportunity to expand 

my thinking about the image as no longer only as a singular, large format picture.  These 

intimately scaled drawings were made typically in one sitting (1 to 2 hours), in stark 

contrast to the larger scale wall works that often took months to complete.   

 At this time, in response to the difficulties that my family and I were enduring I 

sought to find a generative, creative space to distract me from and help make sense of 

these events. As the day-to-day events unfolded, I found myself reflecting back on my 

current circumstance and back to a less complicated time in my life, and to the world of 

the 1970s and the lifestyle, architectural and fashion magazines of the period. From these 

sources I traced or made drawings of the profiles of women, architectural details and 

other imagery onto redundant office and teaching materials including 8 x 10 inch 

overhead transparencies and carbon paper. These drawings could be stacked on and re-

shuffled to create a layering where an inter play of endless options offer the viewer an 
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opportunity to interrogate the specifics of an image with an oblique reference to a slice of 

time. Further, to provide contrast to the ink on clear acetate I drew on carbon paper – 

where the drawn line is lighter than the support. This collage of images and re-

combination of acetate and carbon paper drawings encourage me to question whether any 

image can be ‘fixed’ in time. Informed by the life circumstances of this time and the 

process of making this body of work I came to acknowledge the impermanence of 

memory and to consider the limitations of presenting a single, totalized image. 

Fig 1. Susan Varga, Carbon Paper Drawings, 2012, mixed media on mylar & carbon paper, each 8” x 10”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 A further physical and interpretive dimension emerged while working with these 

materials. The acetate transparency material in combination with the rich blue/black of 

the carbon paper created a highly reflective mirror-like surface effect. Here, it appears as 

if the drawn and fixed reality of past is sealed in the layers of the image yet is brought 

into the living moment of the present as made evident by the viewer’s moving reflection. 

The drawn image represents a record of past, suggests a version of the present and points 
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to a future.  All are fused in the frame in a single view inviting the viewer to consider an 

interrelationship that moves the work from the 2 dimensional plane of drawing into the 

mirrored reflective dimensional space where the 3rd dimension is time. To me, these 

reflective and often difficult to read images became a resonant metaphor for the death of 

my brother. I also viewed this body of work as proof that the past is no more, but is now 

eternalized in a trace of the subject and is simultaneously - forever changing in the 

present moment through the viewer’s physical presence on the picture plane.   

“Walter Benjamin described the dialectical image like this:  “It is not so, that the past 

throws its light onto the present, or the present its light onto the past, but the image is that 

in which the past coincides with the now and in a flash becomes a constellation.  In other 

words: the image is dialectics at a standstill,”3 

 In my studio practice the process of making an image incorporates an appreciation 

for the materiality and inherent characteristics of the media. For example, the drawing 

surface (i.e. acetate, paper, and canvas) has a texture or smoothness; the graphite a certain 

density and expressive character when handled in a particular way; and the opacity of ink 

and the richness of colors in paint to name but a few. The physicality of the media is 

given further expression through manipulation such as: large arching gestural marks are 

animated through increasing or diminishing the pressure on the graphite or pastel making 

the mark louder or softer. This intent can be further amplified by using the sharpened 

edge of the graphite stick or muted by reducing the pressure and using the flatter side of 

the stick. These physical characteristics and studio techniques in combination with 

conceptual approaches that use metaphorical associations (i.e.: erasure, void, subtractive 

and additive) related to the process of drawing, painting and printmaking.  In addition, 
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the imagery is given depth, layered not only on a single sheet of paper, but through 

multiple layers of materials such as paper, acetate, and carbon paper to create diffuse and 

elusive spaces that are like the layering that can take place in cinema. 

 My studio practice also acknowledges and welcomes the inclusion of popular and 

vernacular culture where the found object and everyday materials along with their 

broader cultural associations find resonance in my work.  I acknowledge that these 

‘found’ materials carry with them pre-loaded associations, a cultural memory or history 

that may anchor and enrich a drawing. I risk an outcome that is not certain.  The modes of 

signification are determined through what already exists and the interplay and discovery 

of deeper content through time appear while developing a drawing.  Choosing to use 

obsolete (i.e. carbon paper and acetate) or everyday material (i.e.: maps as a ground for 

drawing) resists or inverts standards of power or protocol. This breaking with the studio 

and art historical tradition and protocol invites alternate interpretations and invites the 

viewer to see with fresh eyes and experience the work in new ways. How the image 

functions is often based on the individual spectator’s assumptions about and 

interpretation of hierarchies of studio practice and through memory. The aesthetics of the 

image are often skewed in the popular imagination by both a love for traditional 

approaches and accepted forms.  Perhaps in my studio practice I play with and speculate 

on the notions and codes associated with fine art history of drawing and painting. In my 

practice, the surface of the drawing or painting is simultaneously a physical space and a 

field of inquiry where depth is created through the physicality of the material and through 

memory, association and metaphor. I seek to take something ordinary and make it 

extraordinary. 
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 The relationship to time (concept of the trace and duration as expressed through 

the accumulation of marks) was further speculated on and became evident in the larger 

wall construction drawing I began in March 2011 and finished in May 2011.  Other 

drawing materials imbedded with symbolic intent such as architectural paper reference 

structure of place and allude to the concept of home while simultaneously refer to 

permanence and fragility.   

I would draw daily onto topographical maps that had been roughly put up onto an 

area 15 ft. (w) X 5 ft. (t). I used an ‘automatic’ drawing technique where no readily 

discernible image or narrative explanation would unfold or emerge. After about a month 

of drawing, building up layers of marks, in the mind’s eye suggestions of recognizable 

images began to float to the surface and emerge in an indeterminate zone… human 

figures over-lapping, one on top of each other. To clarify the image, I switched my 

graphite pencil for a razor blade.  For another month I attempted to capture and fix 

Fig 2. Susan Varga, Midsummer Night, 2012, maps, china marker, pins, paint, vinyl & tape, 60” x 180”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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Fig 3. Susan Varga, Midsummer Night (detail 1), 2012, maps, china marker, pins, paint, vinyl & tape, 60” x 180”. Photo credit: Donna 
Bilyk 
 
fleeting visual passages through a reductive process of removal rather than more drawn 

marks. For example, whenever I would happen to walk by I would randomly cut out 

spaces in the maps. Over time, the repetition, rhythm, pattern of gesture and movement 

gave coherence to the experience of seeing. The framework for interpreting the 

uncertainty of the outcome compelled me further into the mystery of uncovering or 

revealing emerging forms coupled with the drawing’s over-all presence.  This was a 

sustained dialogue, where drawn marks and erasure with the exacto knife revealed more 

than an image; it could be viewed as a metaphor for how meaning emerges.  In the end 

the image is not only produced as a result of what has been drawn but also by what has 

been taken away. Our view of the image exists perhaps somewhere between our dreams 

and in the heavens, looking down and through the constellations onto the earth.   
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“For if our body is the matter upon which our consciousness applies itself, it is 

coextensive with our consciousness.  It includes everything that we perceive: it extends 

unto the stars.”4 

A similar process of emerging and revealing within a tenuous yet generative space 

continues in the drawings of floral imagery on vellum.  I have been drawn to botanical 

illustrations, in particular those of flowers, and it was through the examination of this 

historical material that I came to recognize how metaphorically resonant floral imagery is 

both culturally and personally. Much of the work emerging from the studio over the past 

two years has been focused on the iris. I chose the iris as an image that would represent 

an intimate bond with the natural world.    

“…look into a flower, and what do you see?  Into the very heart of nature’s 

double nature-that is, the contending energies of creation and dissolution, the spiring 

toward complex form and the tidal pull away from it.  Apollo and Dionysus were names 

the Greeks gave to these two faces of nature, and nowhere in nature is their contest as 

plain or as poignant as it is in the beauty of a flower and its rapid passing. There, the 

achievement of order against all odds and its blithe abandonment. There, the perfection of 

art and the blind flux of nature.  There, somehow, both transcendence and necessity.  

Could that be it- right there, in a flower- the meaning of life?”5 

Although only a fragment of nature, I felt that the humble iris represented the 

cyclical nature of life as well as the limits of our knowledge and how we have lost our 

understanding of our place within nature.  Perhaps the iris symbolizes the longing to be 

connected to nature, and with our nature, to re-establish the link to the innocence of the 

primordial garden that has faded and is gone. Paradise lost! 
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Fig 4. Susan Varga, Disappearance, 2012, graphite, china marker on vellum, 42” x 96”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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Fig 5. Susan Varga, Disappearance (detail), 2012, graphite, china marker on vellum, 42” x 96”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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  In tandem with a search for privacy and solace my exploration into floral imagery 

could be noted as love letters (something priceless) to myself to help restore life through 

a game of fantasy created out of allusion, pleasure and happiness. These are poetic 

gestures, of desire for renewed life and the struggle between longing and belonging. For 

me, the iris became a central motif symbolically representing my current circumstance; 

the loss of my marriage, loss of my brother, loss of a place I could call home.  

 

  
Fig 6. Susan Varga, Iris Drawing, 2012, graphite, china marker, marker on rag paper, 30” x 44”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

 Prior to beginning my graduate program I had become interested in flowers, 

gardening and the history of landscape design. I started with copies of early drawings and 

engravings of botanicals, all of which had no artist’s name attached to the work.  The lost 
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or misplaced authorship intrigued me and what I discovered was that many of the 

documents I use were done as records of imperial expansion and conquest. These 

representations were often made by physicians of the aristocracy who were often 

assigned to expeditions. Visual records and documentation were also produced by a 

biographer of the aristocracy which often included the record of what the gardens 

contained.  Images and texts were laboriously hand copied and translated into many 

languages.  To these ancient cultures, the power of the plant lay in its ability to be traded 

from one place to another and by the end of the 10th Century plant collecting was 

fashionable among the aristocracy and merchant class. This research into the history of 

botanical illustration demonstrated the symbolic and metaphorical power of depictions of 

flowers and gardens on the imagination.  

 Through the myth of the garden (of Eden) a parable is told of something going 

terribly wrong.  Like Persian carpets that are representations of cultivated private 

gardens, the iris drawings became my portable paradise. These drawings represent an 

inner garden or a fortress (safe place), a place where I was not alienated or afraid. The 

lace-like physical quality of the surface can be imagined as a web or net, perhaps there to 

catch the soul of those fallen.   

 

 

“There is nothing that we know more intimately than conscious experience, but 

there is nothing that is harder to explain”.6 
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Fig 7. Ross Fountain, Butchart Garden, Victoria, BC. Image source: Wikipedia.org. This image is public domain. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    “Naming a thing creates an identity; names establish values and functions, give 

something life, a separate existence.”7 
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Fig 8. Susan Varga, Ross Fountain, 2012, china marker, pins, tape on maps, dimensions variable. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

 A number of drawings were inspired by the postcard of the Ross Fountain from 

Butchart Gardens, Victoria BC Canada.   I thought it was funny that more than one 

person asked me who Ross was.  But what I did find curious was why I had drawn an 

interpretation of an image of flowing water over a topographical map of a mountainous 

region filled with glaciers.  This drawing also began simultaneously as an interpretation 

of a drawing of a rose by Pierre-Joseph Redoute. The roses are drawn with pencil on 

topographical map… starts out as a vine then soon morphed into a fountain – like form. 

Nevertheless it offered a visual pleasure and a site for reflection and contemplation on the 

energy and life giving force of nature where “Water, the fundamental element without 

which no plants could flourish, was for the Muslim the purifier and symbol of life 

itself”.8   
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Fig 9. Susan Varga, Ross Fountain (detail 1), 2012, china marker, pins, tape on maps, dimensions variable. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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Fig 10. Susan Varga, Ross Fountain (detail 2), 2012, china marker, pins, tape on maps, dimensions variable. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 
 Locating the self and how identity is constructed is central to many artists 

working from the 1960s to the present.  For many, the question often asserts itself in 

relation to the language of geography: Where is here?   It is this question of locating one-

self and speaking to ones presence through absence and trace that plays an important role 

in the work of Anna Mendieta, Felix Gonzalez- Torres, Rebecca Belmore, and Marina 

Abramovic as well as in the trajectory of my studio practice.   

 Ana Mendieta (1948 – 1985) work overlaps many terrains but ultimately they act 

as self- portraits where she has left traces of her presence through gestures made in the 

landscape that are documented after the fact. Her earth/body work executed in Iowa in 

1977, untitled (Silueta series) is a portrait of her displacement as a Cuban living in the 

United States, cut off from her culture and family.  In this self performative work 
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Mendieta imprints her plywood silhouette on the snow.  As time passes and the 

temperature rises, the silhouette exposes the earth beneath it simultaneously revealing a 

transformation of a body (self) and how it changes (obscured, revealed and absorbed).  

“Mendieta uses the natural process of melting and condensation to mark the ways in 

which the earth is subject to racial and national authority, but she also uses it to reveal the 

vulnerability of that authority.”9  Mendieta’s performance questions the limits and 

whether identity is fixed.  Her trace is seen on the skin of the earth as made evident by the 

absence of the snow covering her silhouette. “Her work challenges the philosophers of 

dematerialization to imagine more complex and extensive models of authority, more 

diverse constituencies, and more sophisticated concepts of identity and subjectivity.”10 

  
Fig 11. Susan Varga, Midsummer Night (detail 2) 2012, maps, marker, pins, paint, vinyl & tape, 60” x 180”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
  

 The history of ideas with respect to the construction of identity is filled with 

language drawn from military conquest, colonization, cartography, topography and the 
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dynamics of geo-politics and global economics. Terminology such as territory, borders, 

provinces, states, cantons, no-man’s land, de-militarized zone, and tax free and trading 

zone, speak to ownership and a physical relationship to a place. Certainly, terms like 

motherland and fatherland appeal to conceptions of nationhood through the emotive 

symbolism of the familial bonds that seeks to personalize a connection to a country.  

However, the dialogue that artists such as Ana Mendieta, Marina Abramovic, Felix 

Gonzalez-Torres, and Rebecca Belmore engage in propose an internalized personal yet 

often contested place and space of the self and how identity is made and questions what is 

meaningful. It’s not the dirt under your feet that matters here, but the dust of your heart, 

soul and being. 

 If reflecting on the nature of the self, and the internalized personal space, 

“Where?” can be a powerful weapon against a homogenizing world map. The post-

modern discourse of the past three to four decades has sought to propose an alternative to 

the hierarchies of power that model the traditional geographic understandings of place to 

include those cartographies of the inner self.   “J.B Jackson holds up the possibility of a 

landscape that would “provide us with some symbols of permanent values…landmarks to 

reassure us that we are not rootless individuals without identity or place, but are part of a 

larger scheme.”  Isn’t that something artists might tackle?”11  

 The locus of power and its definition have increasingly come into question as well 

as the individual’s relationship to systems of authority. Simultaneously, there is 

recognition within the societal discourse of the shifting notions of the self in relation to 

systems of transitional authority, the individual’s role in society and responsibility within 

our community.  In the post-modern world, it is this interstitial space that I occupy where 
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my trace in the landscape represents a journey to personalize and feminize the process of 

claiming my autonomy and declaring my presence. Similar to Ana Mendieta’s practice 

“Location and dislocation are laminated, mutually sustaining, sometimes 

indistinguishable sources of power.”12  

 Who am I? Where is here? These two seemingly distinct questions frame a core 

paradox for my practice as an artist as I view them as indistinguishable as they relate to 

the definition of my identity and self.  It is within this generative space where lived 

experience, construction of identity and location of self are informed through post-

modern discourse that is infused with the language of popular culture, humanism, 

geography and power.   

 These questions and concepts inform the process of developing and refining the 

visual vocabulary of my practice. At present images of women, topographical maps, 

floral imagery and astronomical maps provide the vocabulary of the language and syntax 

that I am developing that seeks to enunciate the interrelationships between the 

construction of self and lived experience, with concepts of identity, body and gesture, 

history and place. 
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Fig 12. Susan Varga, untitled (detail), 2012, marker, mack-tack, transfer paper, mylar, looseleaf, 8” x 10”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

 

Fig 13. Susan Varga, untitled 2 (detail), 2012, marker, mylar, maps, 8” x 10”. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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 For my evolving practice the figure of the female seeks to situate itself on a 

ground – visually and metaphorically.  In the drawings made on topographical maps of 

Banff National Park, perhaps the sensual floating figure of the woman that dominates the 

geographic region of Howse - Mistaya does so in an attempt to establish her presence.  

‘She’ serves as a ground created from a government map defining Canada’s oldest 

national park.  The design of the map is created with aid of current cartographic 

technologies, yet refers back to the grand tradition of European map making and history 

of colonization. Is she integrated into the landscape or is she seeking to liberate her ‘self’ 

to establish self image – has she become a hybrid form or does she simply consume and 

destroy the landscape, her monstrous form as evidence.   Her body is drawn out of and 

composed of many bodies in a state of turbulence that has little or no respect for 

boundary.  Overshadowing the configuration of human limbs floats a reflection of an 

image that hovers over the land but does not belong.  

 By using topographical maps I propose and seek to develop a metaphor that 

points to the imprecise nature of describing the self and acknowledges the limitations of 

scientific/cartographic means of locating oneself. Certainly one can use a map to find 

ones physical location, but the larger question of locating one’s self is not easily found on 

a map or with the aid of GPS! This contrast of seeking to locate oneself is further 

complicated when considering issues of globalization and the virtual community of social 

networking (Facebook and Twitter). Where is here? Becomes even more complicated and 

paradoxical in this virtual space which in a curious way may be viewed as a new frontier. 

Ecologist David Kingsley observes that contemporary Aborigines have a world view,  
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“That is, every human being is in some essential way a spirit of the land, a being who has 

an eternal, intimate connection with the land.  He or she is an incarnate spirit of the land, 

living temporarily in human shape and form.”13  

 The gesture I seek to make is one that references the specifics of a place that is 

important to my experience (I spent many formative years in this park) To know a 

persons true identity you have to discover from where they have come from that includes 

recognition of the complex history of ideas that informs an artist’s practice as seen 

through the lens of geography, cartography, colonialism and current thinking.  Rebecca 

Belmore’s megaphone performance, Ayum-ee-aawach Oomamamowan, Ojibway for 

“speaking to their mother”, invited a gathering of Aboriginal speakers to address the land 

through a two-metre-wide megaphone that Belmore had constructed. Belmore addresses 

the issue of cultural and personal memory, and language through her art works, 

performative actions and gestures.  “The ideology of the visible, and its ability to 

maintain the invisibility of other voices and representation, is at the heart of Belmore’s 

poetic and materially rich work”14 

 Is it possible to ever really know where you are? Cartographers and GPS nerds 

would say “of course, within a meter or so”.  However, the search for the core or 

authentic self is far less precise and elusive. Is it possible to fix the location of the self in 

time and space? Perhaps a utopian construct of the self like all virtual spaces can never be 

fully realized or fully grasped, as Dick Hebdige suggests, 
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“And over all that is and ever has been (for at least two hundred years), as sign of 

Paradise of Paradise Lost or Hell on earth, hangs the image of America.  As the herald of 

the fabled “end of history”, the model of material progress, freedom, and the democratic 

way; or as an object lesson in the evils of a market- driven ethos, as realized Utopia, 

Technocracy gone mad; or as the latest felled colossus, a stumbling giant, naked and 

blind—maybe as them all—the image of America lies draped, like a synthetic 

reproduction of the Turin Shroud, a diaphanous and ghostly veil, across the body of the 

world.”15 

 Does this diaphanous presence reflect the reality of my own life where unsettled  

self; where past, present and future can be seen as experiences stitched together?  Little 

bits of this and that, taped together to make a false utopia, or are these organic collages of 

images and conceptions of self, a portrait of an emerging identity – an additive and 

revealing process that is both personal, yet speaks to a collective yearning to know one’s 

self?  It is my hope that my art will work towards the moment when mind, heart, 

perception, materials, and artwork coalesce to move beyond mere physicality and engage 

imaginatively and playfully with clarity about my own journey and transformation that 

may speak to others in a meaningful way. 
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Fig 14. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 1, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

Fig 15. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 2, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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Fig 16. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 3, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

 

Fig 17. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 4, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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Fig 18. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 5, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 

 

 

Fig 19. Susan Varga, the Wanderer, Installation view 6, 2013. Photo credit: Donna Bilyk 
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